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1.   INTRODUCTION 

 
When the first batteries and generators were installed on 
light aircraft, the primary interest was to power panel, 
position and landing lights. Over the intervening years, even 
the simplest airplanes have become platforms for airframe 
and avionics components that share small signals carried on 
interconnecting wires.  The integrity of those signals can be 
compromised by inattention to good grounding practice. For 
the earliest electrical systems aboard aircraft, achieving a 
functional ground was a simple matter of connecting a wire 
to some local point on a metallic airframe. A rise in 
popularity of non conductive airframes required the crafting 
of a ground system. 
 
Ground pathways that are shared between strong noise 
sources and sensitive victims give rise to potential mixing of noise into the low level signals. This shared pathway is often 
referred to as a “ground loop”. The reader is encouraged to review the chapter on Grounding in The AeroElectric Connection 
for further explanation.  
 
The AEC9031 series ground busses are components of a comprehensive ground system designed to minimize the potential 
for ground-loop injected noise.  

 
2.  FEATURES 

 
2.1 Fabrication: The AEC9031 series devices are crafted from industry standard “d-subminiature” connectors fitted with 

20AWG, 5A rated pins. The ground bus assembly consists of a female connector with all pins bussed together on an 
etched circuit board that provides mechanical mounting for the assembly as well as electrical isolation of the ground bus 
from local airframe. 

 
2.2 Wiring: Depending on which model is selected, the AEC9031 offers a convenient way to bring 9, 15, 25 or 37 ground 

conductors (20 to 24 AWG) onto a common bus. Each ground wire is terminated with an M39029/64-369 male pin and 
clipped into the body of a permanently mounted male housing.   

 
3.  PARTS SUPPLIED 

 
3.1   AEC9031 Series Installation Kit Contents 

       
2 2 2 2  7 Screw, Hex Recess, 4-40 x ¼  

12 18 28 40 M39029/64-369 6 Pin, Crimp, 20AWG 
1    9031-100-09 5 Ground Bus Assembly, 9-pin 
 1   9031-100-15 4 Ground Bus Assembly, 15-pin 
  1  9031-100-25 3 Ground Bus Assembly, 25-pin 
   1 9031-100-37 2 Ground Bus Assembly, 37-pin 

(1) (1) (1) (1) IM9031-700A 1 Manual, Instruction/Installation (This Document) 
    AEC9031-09  Ground Bus, 9 Pin (Kit) 
    AEC9031-15  Ground Bus, 15 Pin (Kit) 
    AEC9031-25  Ground Bus, 25 Pin (Kit) 
    AEC9031-37  Ground Bus, 37 Pin (Kit) 

-09 -15 -25 -37 Part No. # Description 
Quantity/Assembly 

 

Notice 
 

The AEC9031 Series Ground Busses are not 
FAA approved. They are not offered for 
use on any type certified aircraft. 

 
Do not order this product with intent to 
install on a type certified aircraft 

before you contact the local offices of 
the FAA for guidance and a commitment to 

assist you with a field approval. 
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Notes: (1) To reduce shipping costs, kit documents are not shipped with the hardware. The supporting documents are 
available from the AeroElectric Connection website in PDF format. See: 
 
http://aeroelectric.com/Catalog/AEC/ 
 
3.2 Materials Not Supplied   The proposed installation may require additional installation materials as follows: 
 
3.2.1 Mounting hardware: A suite of 6-32 screws, nuts and washers are used to attach the ground bus to the airframe. 
 
3.2.2 Mounting Bracket: It may be useful to position the ground bus so that bundled ground wires are vertical to the 

mounting surface as opposed to parallel. Similarly, a user supplied mounting bracket offers a means by which a 
ground bus can be mounted on the back side of a finished surface by bonding a bracket to the mounting surface.  

 
4. INSTALLATION TOOLS 

 
4.1 Aside from ordinary hand tools you will need a crimping tool (B&C Specialty Products RCT-3 or equivalent) to install 

the machined D-sub connector pins supplied with these kits.  In case you put a pin into the wrong hole and need to 
remove it, you may also wish to purchase a rear-release extraction tool for these pins (B&C Catalog # DSE-1). D-sub 
connectors are widely use in many aviation products and these tools are good additions to your toolbox. 

 
5. INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

 
5.1 Location:  Location of the ground bus should be planned for ready access to the wiring face of the assembly. Consider 

that during the wiring process, a succession of ground wires will be added to a bundle of grounds routed to the bus. 
Further, you may find it necessary to remove a seated pin. If it’s not convenient to work an extraction tool into a 

mounted bus, you can temporarily disassemble the male 
connector from the bus assembly for better access. A 
3/32 “Allen” hex driver will make convenient work of 
removing and re-installing the connector retention 
screws.  As a general rule, the ground bus should be as 
central as practical to the largest number of accessories 
that require ground wires. This is usually on the right 
side of an avionics stack and to the left of systems 
instrumentation. 

 
5.2 Mounting Options:  The adjacent illustration depicts 

some important points to be considered for ground bus 
installation. First note that the threaded studs sticking up 

from the mounting surface has two small pattern nuts (1/4” 
hex) as spacers to the back side of the etched circuit board.  
Some form of spacer, or stack of washers and nuts should be 
used as shown to maintain at least 1/8” air gap between the 
back side of the ground bus and the mounting surface. 

 
5.3 If the optimum orientation of ground wires is perpendicular 

to the monting surface, the installer can fabricate a mounting 
bracket from a piece of 1 x 1 x 1/16” aluminum angle. 
Similarly, the builder might fabricate a similar bracket from a 
scrap of sheet aluminum.  
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5.4 Wiring diagrams in the attached appendix suggest using five bundled, 20AWG wires from the panel ground bus down to 
the firewall ground. In this case, each 20AWG wire should drop onto the ground bus with its own PIDG fast-on 
connector.  

 
Alternatively, the builder can 
tack-solder two strands of 
14AWG wire to the rear of the 
ground bus assembly as shown 
in the next illustration.  The 
tack-tail of one wire can be 
soldered to the bus beween the 
rows of pins at one end. The 
second wire should be outside 
the rows as illustrated. This arrangement provides a low profile approach for the ground wires that does not pinch in the 1/8” 
gap betweent the ground bus and it’s mounting surface.  
 
5.5 In this instance, the 14AWG grounds should be terminated in PIDG ring terminals and attache directly to the firewall 

ground stud. Incorporation of the heavy ground wires frees up 5 pockets in the ground bus for use as accessory grounds. 
 
5.6 Wiring Diagrams:  Appendix A is a collection of ground system diagrams excerpted from the AeroElectric Connection. 

Each drawing is intended to  
 

6.  POST INSTALLATION OPERATIONAL CHECKOUT 
 
There are no operational checkout procedures unique to this installation. Installation integrity is confirmed by checking panel 
mounted accessories for proper functionality. When it’s apparent that ground bus wiring is completed, the ground bus 
connector retention screws should be removed, the threads coated with silicone sealant and re-installed. This treatment will 
provide some anti-rotation tension to the retention screws. 
 

7.  OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
 
There are no operational procedures unique to this installation.. 
  
 

8.  SYSTEM MAINTENANCE 
 
All products installed with these instructions are free of any adjustments requiring periodic re-calibration.   The AEC9031 
series devices require no periodic or preventative maintenance activity. 
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